
Introduction to Cognitive Science

Lecture III:

Psychological background of 
Cognitive Science: 
associationism, behaviorism, 
cognitivism



What is Associationism?
...the view that the mind is organized (at least partly) 

by principles of association.

l Lack of explicit principles of association



What is Associationism?



Associa'onism, con'nued
Basic tenets:

l Ideas are associated in the mind through experience

l Ideas can be decomposed into a basic set of „simple” 
ideas (& simple ideas can be composed...)

l These simple ideas are derived from sensations

l Sensations are caused by something outside the head 
(the world, God)



Associationism, varieties
Pure associationism: only associationist principles 

govern the operation of the mind, whereas...

Mixed associationism: there are non-associationist 
principles as well

Typical assoc. principles:

l contiguity (red light – green light)

l similarity (a face – a photo of it)

l contrast (black - white)

l causality (pushing - falling)



William James (1842-1910)
The Principles of Psychology, ch. 14: Association
Mental life: thinking. Psychology is the science of mental life, 

both its phenomena and of their conditions

Features of thinking:

l conscious

l introspectable

l It flows as a stream

l Intentional (about something)

l evolutionary



What is associated?
Key question: how does the mind solve the problem of what to 

think next?

(P1) When two elementary brain processes (BP1, BP2)have
been active together, reoccurence of one of them tends to 
propagate its excitement into the other

(P2): A James neuron (see below)



What is associated?



What is associated?
Notice, that James never explicitly formulated the 

associational principles (APs)

(AP1): If the subject is entertaining the thought A, and 
A is associated with thought , then the subject will 
next think thought B – unless this association is 
overridden by some stronger principle of 
association.

(AP2): At any given time, the strongest principle of 
association is the operative one.



To sum up…
l Assignment2 (deadline: 22.X, 23:59; 

kondorpa@gmail.com, max 3 pts.):

1. Explain in terms of associationism the statement
I bought a refridgerator so I suppose that the Earth is flat.

2. Provide your own example of a ‘train of thoughts’ 
based on various associationst principles

[surprise me!]



The end of associationism
l Bankruptcy of the introspective methodology
Wundt: psychological laboratory in Leipzig

l Factors that led to behaviorism and stimulus-
response psychology

Ebbinghaus: association of stimulus and response in learning 
nonsense syllables

l Appeals to the neural level of explanation for 
psychological phenomena

(Hartley, James) Do we still need purely psychological 
principles?



Behaviorism



Behaviorism
Study of the effects of mental processes
Key notions: stimulus (S), response (R)

All of behavior is explained in terms of stimuli evoking
responses (S-R)

Behavior could be studied without considering internal, 
mental states/processes

S R



Pavlov's research
I. Pavlov's research is a combination of traditions of 

Russian reflexology

Classical conditioning:

l Natural (unconditioned) response [UR, salivation]

l Unconditioned stimulus [US, food]

l The conditioned stimuls [CS, ringing bell]

l (after some pairings) the formerly unconditioned
responde becomes the conditioned response (CR)



Pavlov's research
Pavlov found a number of principles governing these

processes

Claim 1: all of behavior could be analyzed in terms of 
innate and acquired reflexes

Claim 2: such explanations can be given for all animal
(and human) behavior, i.e:

The entire mechanism of thinking consists in the 
elaboration of elementary associations and in the 
subsequent formation of chains of associations



Watson's behaviorism
Psychology as the behaviorist views it „Psychological 

Review”, 1913

Consciousness, introspection, mind-body problem: 
„relics of philosophical speculation”

l Psychology is an objective natural science

l The goal: the prediction and control of behaviour

l The psychology of humans is continuous with the 
psychology of animals

l Introspection and consciousness play no role in 
explanations



Skinner's psychology
Skinner rejects: all mental states and processes & 

„hypothetical” or „theoretical” entities (even 
„reflex”)

The role of psychology: to experimentally determine the 
specifically environmental causes of behavior

Operant conditioning (or instrumental conditioning) is a 
form of learning in which an individual's behavior is 
modified by its consequences; the behavior may change in 
form, frequency, or strength



Skinner's psychology
l Skinner Box (or operant conditioning chamber)



The fall of behaviorism
l Logical positivism had been mostly abandoned

l Nobody outside the field was interested in the results of 
behaviorist research

l Serious criticisms of behaviorism's assumptions were
formulated (Lashley, Chomsky a.o.)

l An alternative, less restrictive research program stated in 
terms of computation and information



To sum up…
l Assignment3 (deadline: 11.XI, 23:59; 

kondorpa@gmail.com, max 3 pts.):

1. Explain in terms of behaviorism (i.e. S-R) the 
connections between the two events:

She said ‘I miss you’ so I planted a tree in the garden.

[be careful: in contrast to associationism, both stimuli and 
responses are (observable) events in the world; not 
thoughts]

2. Provide your own example of a series of S-Rs
based on behaviorist principles

[again: surprise me…]



Karl Lashley (1890-1958)
Problem: behavior involving serial order, the sequence

of specific acts

S1 → R1/S2 [1st note] → R2/S3 [2nd note] → ...

Lashley: organization of language, coordination of 
movements, integration of timing and rythm – associative
chains cannot explain such complex behavior

l Nervous system is always active and...

l It has its own principles of organization that it imposes on 
incoming sensory material



A methodological intermezzo
To describe (is to present a series of events in certain

order, e.g. On a time-scale)

• A problem: language of description

To explain (is to provide mechanisms, rules, principles, 
laws responsible for transitions between events)

Think: can a description be an explanation?


